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FROM THE CHAIR

April is the month to “shower”
our volunteers with thanks

T

Tanya Monroe, CRB,
C-RETS, PMN, GRI,
ABR, PSA, ePRO,
AHWD, SFR, C2Ex

2021 HRRA
Chairman of the
Board

he month of April is the perfect time to recognize
our community. For example, during the month of
and celebrate our association’s volunteers!
April, this group is holding a volunteer landscaping/
Also, National Volunteer Week is April 18-24.
yard work/outdoor repairs event at the Ronald McThis week is an opportunity to recognize the impact
Donald House in Norfolk. REALTORS® have a Heart
of volunteer service and the power of volunteers to
thanks you for helping HRRA give back to the comtackle society’s greatest challenges, and to build
munities that it serves!
stronger communities.
There are so many benefits of volunRemember, “a volunteer is a perteering. Volunteering helps place our
son who does something, especially
members in a team environment. It
for other people or for an organirequires learning how to collaboWe simply
zation, willingly and without
rate with others to make our
cannot
thrive
without
being forced or paid to do it”.
association a success.
volunteers, who are
Thanks for being a volunIn addition, by volunteerteer!
ing
it provides a healthy
the backbone of this
Our volunteers give
boost to your self-confidence,
association! There are
of their time, talent and
self-esteem, and life satiscountless hours that
voice to impact the success
faction. HRRA always needs
of HRRA! Our Leadership
good influential leaders and
have been given
Team consists of volunteers
volunteers.
So, if you have not
to HRRA, and I want
and plays a critical role in helpvolunteered yet, I invite you to
to thank you!
ing HRRA be a vital REALTORS®
join our mission to and become a
volunteer! You are essential to our
association. In addition, HRRA comassociation!
mittees, councils and advisory groups
With that said, it is also a good time to proconsist of volunteers as well. We simply cannot
mote HRRA’s HRRPAC theme for this year, “You are
thrive without volunteers, who are the backbone of
essential….so is HRRPAC!”
this association! There are countless hours that have
The Hampton Roads REALTORS® Political Acbeen given to HRRA, and I want to thank you!
Our volunteers are also “ambassadors” for HRRA
tion Committee (HRRPAC) supports candidates who
by helping to spread the word about the mission of
support REALTORS® and issues important to the real
this association. As our website states, “The mission
estate industry. REALTOR® advocacy efforts benefit
of Hampton Roads REALTORS® Association is to enall who work in real estate as well as real property
®
owners and helps fight for the American dream of
hance the ability of REALTORS throughout Eastern
homeownership.
Virginia to achieve business success in an ethical and
HRRA asks that every member make a voluntary
professional manner, and to protect and preserve pri“Fair Share” donation of just $35 annually to supvate property rights.” Thank you for being an ambasport this very important work. You can go to HRRA’s
sador!
website and click on the “Advocacy” tab to make your
In addition, I would like to shine a light on one
“Fair Share” donation. HRRA thanks you for volunof our advisory groups, our Community Involvement
teering to support REALTOR® advocacy! ⌂
Advisory (CIA) Group, better known as “REALTORS®
Have a Heart.” This advisory group is led by chair
Sherry Snyder and vice chairs Yvonne Covey and
Tina Flowers. Their purpose is to volunteer and assist
charities and nonprofits across Hampton Roads.
This group has elevated what HRRA is doing in
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A Picture is Worth 1,000 Words
RECENT PHOTOS OF HRRA MEMBERS AND EVENTS

Learn, connect, grow with HRRA by Zoom
The pandemic’s not over yet, but that doesn’t mean you can’t still connect with colleagues and increase your knowledge with HRRA.
Just look at all of these beautiful faces from HRRA Zoom gatherings in March! Stay atop industry trends, grow your learning, maintain
old relationships and build new ones via this virtual platform. As of press time, here is what’s planned so far for HRRA’s April Zoom
gatherings:
• Government Affairs Committee, 1 p.m. Thursday, April 1
• REALTOR®/Lawyer Committee, 1 p.m. Thursday, April 8
• Affiliates Council, 9:30 a.m. Friday, April 9
• Common Interest Community Advisory Group, 1 p.m. Thursday, April 15
• Property Management and Leasing Council, 11 a.m. Tuesday, April 20
To register, see your weekly eREALTOR newsletter, delivered Tuesdays, or visit HRRA’s “Events” tab (and/or watch postings) on the
Facebook page, https://www.facebook.com/hrrarealtors, for the registration links. (You’ll also find some upcoming in-person events there,
too!) See you on Zoom, HRRA! – Victoria Hecht, Vice President of Communications, Public Relations and Media Relations
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CEO CORNER

Going “green,” Fair Housing
and tax time thoughts

I

love the month of April because it has so many
positives! April showers (although it seems it rains
all the time here in Virginia) wash away the last

vestiges of winter and bring a freshness to the air. We
enjoy Earth Day and hopefully start one green practice
for the new year.
One of the easiest things we can all do is ditch plastic
grocery bags and bring our own REALTOR® bags to the
Dr. Dawn Kennedy,

grocery store. At under $5, you can purchase a grocery

CAE, RCE, C2EX,

bag that advertises your services while protecting the

GREEN, ePRO

planet, these REALTOR®-branded bags are
available from the National R-Store.

HRRA CEO

HRRA will also have a supply
of these bags in our REALTOR®
store in time to celebrate
Earth Day if it’s easier for
you to grab a few when
stopping in at HRRA to
take a course or attend a
meeting.
I am originally from
Northern Wisconsin, with
beautiful old-growth forests
and glacial lakes that are sky
blue, so it is probably not unusual

NAR offers many resources through

While Smart Growth
is regulation embraced
by the NAR, April also
brings awareness
to regulation and
legislation at the heart
of our business, Fair
Housing.

that Earth Day was conceived by a

its “Smart Growth” programming,
including some substantial grants
we can tap into, the GREEN
designation is available and can
be a great referral network (if
you are interested in education
that is future-market focused,
please

email

TSekhon@hrra.

com), and, finally, NAR publishes
“On Common Ground,” a free, semiannual magazine. It presents a wide

range of views on Smart-Growth issues.

Wisconsin senator, Gaylord Nelson. As

While Smart Growth is regulation embraced by

REALTORS® we have the unique responsibility of

the NAR, April also brings awareness to regulation and

protecting the properties and communities in which we

legislation at the heart of our business, Fair Housing.

work while simultaneously encouraging

April is Fair Housing Month, and NAR encourages all

economic growth.

of us to observe the anniversary of the passage of the

The National Association of REALTORS® (NAR) puts our responsi-

Fair Housing Act of 1968.
Fair

Housing

awareness

and

education

is

bilities in context to our profitability:

incredibly important in light of the massive three-year

“The healthier a community, the

investigation of the Long Island Board of REALTORS®.

better the environment for RE-

In light of what was discovered, NAR offers a free tool

ALTORS®. Keeping a community

to educate and protect us.

attractive, livable and function-

I encourage everyone to participate in the

ing well is a complex task. Who

Fairhaven: A Fair Housing Simulation. You will need

better to be stewards of their

your NRDS number to log in. (If you don’t know it you

REALTORS®?”

can find it here.) Your newly formed HRRA Diversity

community

than

(continued on page 31)
Hampton Roads REALTOR® • April 2021
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April showers bring the spring
selling season (or has it been here
all along?)

D

Nelene Mayo Gibbs

Chair, Owners/
Managers Council

uring the last year with the pandemic at the
competition many of them have never experienced.
top of everyone’s conversation, we’ve heard a lot
They are writing multiple offers every week, only to
of talk about the “new normal.” Who knew that
experience defeat by losing out to a better bid or a buyer
the virus would impact real estate sales and transactions
willing to throw cash at the deal to secure a home. The
the way that it has?
first-time buyer market is especially challenging.
The ability to work from home, remote learning and
This intense market has caused an undue amount
schools closed has opened a new wave of families
of stress and pressure on our agents, brokers and
desiring to move. As we enter the spring
mangers. Many weeks it seems to take
selling season, which traditionally has
everything we have to keep up with
been the most active selling season
the demand.
This year-round selling
of the year in our industry, we
We are seeing buyers and
season brings many
must ask ourselves, is the
their agents linked up on the
challenges to agents and
spring selling season really
sidewalk to see a new listing
brokers. In the current market
even a thing anymore?
within minutes of them
climate, with inventory and
We are seeing a shift in
hitting the market. Everyone
interest rates at all-time lows
the movement of Americans
seems to be operation on a
and
buyers
in
a
frenzy
on
the
in and out of many states.
short fuse and feeling the
day of (or rather minute of) a
Looking back at the home
pressure of this intense seller’s
new listing hitting the market,
sales activity in 2020, it seems
market.
that the spring selling season
We must ask ourselves, as
our agents are stretched
lasted all year, or possibly has
owners
and managers, what can
to their limits.
lasted the better part of the past two
we do to support our agents? It is
years. Is this the new normal? Is there
important that we provide the support,
truly a “spring selling season,” or is the new
tools and encouragement to our agents. We do not
normal a “year-round selling season”?
want them to lose hope, and we must encourage them
There have been droves of buyers out this winter
to keep pressing on in the midst of many challenges to
looking to buy in what has been the hottest selling
serve our clients.
season many of us have ever seen in our careers. If you
Our agents need to know we are there to support
look at statistics and ask any of our agents, they will
and provide assistance to them at any time. This is not
confirm that we have been in a selling season all year
the time to be a “secret” broker or manager! Be out there,
long.
be connected and be relevant. Get out in the field and
As we enter the traditional spring market and the
go on some showing appointments with your agents to
military moves begin to play a role in our market, we can
experience first-hand their challenges and frustrations
only anticipate additional buyers entering the market.
to secure homes for their buyers.
We must ask ourselves, what impact is this having on
Provide some additional support during this
our agents? This year-round selling season brings many
challenging time. Do some extra training, take them to
challenges to agents and brokers. In the current market
coffee, and send them personal notes thanking them for
climate, with inventory and interest rates at all-time
their service. Encourage them to go out and find new
lows and buyers in a frenzy on the day of (or rather
inventory and perhaps change up their normal routine
minute of) a new listing hitting the market, our agents
of waiting for a seller to call them.
are stretched to their limits.
Be proactive, knock on some doors with them, make
		
They are working long hard hours to satisfy
some extra phone calls. They need to know they are not
the needs of their buyers with limited inventory and
in this alone and that as their owners and managers you
(continued on page 37)
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Spring has sprung: new
(commercial) life all around

E

ach spring new life comes and blesses us with

will sell Apple products. It was very close to coming into

colorful flowers, baby animals and pollen. For

the Hampton Roads market in 2017-2018. However,

some, the latter is not so much of a blessing,

final plans fell through.

but we will survive and make it through.

The company’s soon-to-be presence here will fill

Also, a number of recent announcements has

some of the gaps left by closed Apple stores and will be a

blessed us with future store openings springing up

good alternative to the one remaining Apple store in the

around the country. Locally, existing compa-

area. Target and Apple have also announced

nies are expanding, leading to additional
David Tunnicliffe

jobs. Norfolk has set its sight on 2030

Chair, Commercial

Norfolk, which includes poten-

Council

tially knocking down MacAr-

with a new vision for downtown

thur Center.
I would like to take this
opportunity to list just a few
of the recent announcements
that have come out: Ross
will open 60 new stores, Five
Below will open 170 to 180
stores, with Aldi opening about
100 stores. Gap Inc. has announced

a larger footprint of Apple products in

Locally,
existing
companies are
expanding,
leading to
additional
jobs.

that it plans to open an additional 30 to

select Target stores.
The dollar store competition
continues
Dollar

to

heat

General

up

with

planning to

open 1,050 stores,

remodel

1,750 stores and

relocate

100 stores. Dollar Tree has
announced 600 new Dollar
Tree

and

Family

Dollar

stores opening this year (400
and 250, respectively) while
renovating 1,250 Family Dollar
stores around the country.
Dollar Tree has announced that it

40 Old Navy and about 20 to 30 Athleta stores

will be combining the two stores to serve local

around the country while closing about 100 Gap and

markets with populations of 3,000 to 4,000 residents.

Banana Republic stores.

Typically, these areas don’t have a grocery store and

Old Navy and Athleta are currently keeping Gap
Inc. afloat with increased sales year on year.

residents have to drive up to 30 to 45 minutes just to
get to a Food Lion/Walmart or the likes. This will be a

Simply Mac is expanding and might be a relief to

great option for those immediate needs.

some, especially seeing as the Apple store at MacArthur

CMA CGM Group has announced it will plan to

is closing soon. Simply Mac is an approved retailer that

invest more than $30 million to renovate and expand
(continued on page 33)

Mary Garner DeVoe
Account Executive
T: 800.282.7131 Ext. 1296
C: 804.453.8757
MaryGarnerD@orhp.com
my.orhp.com/marygarnerdevoe
www.orhp.com

Trusted Real Estate Attorneys
Real Estate Closings
Loan Refinancing
Short Sale Negotiation
Landlord/Tenant Disputes

www.hangerlaw.com

Title Issues
Investors
Contracts
Zoning and Land Use

757-351-1510
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Environmentally friendly
legislation and the ‘‘why’’

E

being enacted is in relation to solar fields. With clean

this same legislation can also cause unintended

energy being the new direction for Virginia, solar fields

consequences to our industry. For certain bills, we sim-

and requests for conditional-use permits to build solar

ply have an oppose position while others require us to

fields are on the rise. One of the drawbacks to the fields

work with the patron to reduce negative impact to our

is the large-scale aesthetics and the impact this has on

ach year our lobbying team tackles legislation

One area that localities could benefit from this bill

that is designed to protect the environment, but

industry.

the community where the field is located.

This year there are a few bills that I
Kimberly Plourde

felt were appropriate to discuss in the

Chair, Government

with Earth Day, we are looking

Affairs Committee

at “green” or environmentally

The City of Suffolk is currently working to increase the trees and coverage
of the perimeter of the fields with

April magazine article since, in line

friendly bills.
Del. Nancy Guy from
Virginia Beach proposed two
bills that were both included
on the Virginia Beach City
Council Legislative Agenda.
One was for the replacement or
conservation of trees during de-

The replacement or
conservation of trees
is one that will directly
impact developers of
commercial properties
as well as the
housing market.

velopment, and the other dealt with

The replacement or conservation of trees is one

prehensive plan for addressing
issues similar to this as well
as helping with soil retention.
Another

environ-

mentally friendly bill is one
that would prohibit the release
of any non-biodegradable balloons into the atmosphere. The

environmentalists as well as conservationists. Just like bills in the past to ban
plastic bags, this bill is designed to reduce the impact

that will directly impact developers of commercial prop-

on areas that are not often thought as having a direct

erties as well as the housing market. This bill is not

consequence from an action like this.

scheduled to become law until the 2022 General Assem-

Most people or events that release a large quantity

bly votes on it. If it does become law, it will permit locali-

of balloons do it as a celebration or recognition of some-

ties to exceed the general requirements of tree replace-

one’s life or achievements, perhaps at a memorial service

ment under certain circumstances.

for a loved one or at the grand opening of a community

Developments that 1) impact stormwater permit re-

organization.

quirements, 2) are in an area of recurring flooding, or

However, the impact of that fleeting moment of cel-

3) are an area known as a formerly redlined area that

ebration is the same as throwing trash on the ground or

has higher density of asphalt and structure coverage are

into the ocean or waterways. Most people do not inten-

all areas defined in the bill for conservation. The idea

tionally want to litter, but this act of balloon release is

behind the bill is to allow localities to direct a higher den-

seen by many as just that. Balloons can negatively im-

sity of tree and canopy coverage, particularly in areas

pact the environment, particularly birds, fish, sea turtles

that are adjacent to the Chesapeake Bay or within the

or other aquatic animals.

watershed of the bay.

The fines associated with the bill are $25 per balloon

The Secretary of Natural Resources and the Secre-

to be paid to the Game Protection Fund. Current law

tary of Agriculture and Forestry will develop recommen-

prohibits people from knowingly releasing more than 50

dations for local governments relating to the policies that

balloons with a penalty of $5 per balloon.

encourage conservation of mature trees on sites being
developed as well as increasing tree canopies.
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vide an additional tool in a com-

bill was introduced at the urging of

the releasing of latex balloons into the
atmosphere.

a greenspace. This bill would pro-
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Embracing the new URLA, aka
the 1003

H

Kristen Genovese,
NMLS# 1172850

CMS Mortgage
Solutions

ave you experienced the new Universal Residential Loan Application (URLA)? Are your
buyers and sellers agitated by the newly
lengthened pre-qualification process?
The application look and feel has changed, but the
process has not!
The updated URLA (1003) is the most considerable mortgage compliance change
since the TILA-RESPA Integrated
Disclosure amendments in 2015.
We, as mortgage brokers, have
prepared for this day for years!
Several design changes happened along the way. Implementation dates were pushed
further out year after year,
and we are here assisting you,
the agents, in embracing the
new URLA changes.
Additional information is
needed up front from the borrower
to process the pre-qualification.
Collecting complete information at prequalification ultimately streamlines the backend process. A streamlined process will help you have
more qualified buyers and less loan fall-out after a
ratified contract.

1.

Name variations: List all “also known as” names,
maiden names, full legal names and any name
changes. If it was a legal name change, legal documentation is needed.
2. Housing expenses: Does the borrower live rentfree, make documentable rent payments, or have a
mortgage?
3. Self-employed: Borrowers need to
document the percentage of ownership they have in all businesses.
4. Real estate owned: Borrowers will need to document their
current loan types such as
FHA, Conventional and VA
loans.
5.
Mixed-use
residence: If the property use is
for commercial purposes, we
have to document accordingly.
(This does not mean working
from home!)
6.
Does the borrower have any
family relationship or business affiliation
with the seller? The affiliation or relationship includes working for the seller.
7. Does the borrower intend to apply or has applied for
any new credit? New credit applications include applying for new credit cards, car loans, and student
loans.
8. Does the property have any liens currently associated with it? The additional liens are typical with
water filtration equipment and solar panels. If so,
are they leased or owned?
9. Has the borrower ever had a bankruptcy and, if so,
what chapter? The borrower(s) will need to be prepared to document it as well.
10. Does the borrower have military service? If so,
are they currently serving, retired, or a surviving
spouse? Service dates, nearest living relative, and
child care information is needed.

A streamlined
process will help
you have more
qualified buyers
and less loan fallout after a ratified
contract.

There are five new application sections, which include
the additional required information:
•
•
•
•
•

URLA - Borrower Information
URLA - Additional Borrower
Unmarried Addendum
Lender Loan Information
Continuation Sheet

REALTORS®, our partners, can set up the expectations of our mutual clients for a positive experience! The
expectation should be the new upfront process is a little
more tedious as we collect more information than before.
Here are 10 items to prepare clients for a smoother
transaction with the recent application changes:

Together, as a team, we can all conquer the
newly implemented URLA and make 2021 even more
successful than 2020! ⌂

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • April 2021
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Remember professionalism
during tough times

A

Victor Bosak

Chair, Young
Professionals Network

10

merican investor, business tycoon and philanthropist Warren Buffet once said, “It takes 20
years to build a reputation, and five minutes to
ruin it. If you think about that, you’ll definitely do things
differently.”
It’s no secret that this has been one of the most trying times in our industry. Our survival is driven by our
ability to help connect buyers and sellers, and with a lack
of inventory on the market, it has become increasingly difficult to do our jobs.
We find ourselves not only under
the stress of our own lives, but we
tend to take on the stress felt by
our clients as they are either
looking to buy their next home
or sell their current home for
the best terms possible when
they’re faced with a plethora
of offers.
Unfortunately, in the middle of all of this, it can become
increasingly easy to forget that as
we interact with each other, and operate within our local industry, that we
must continue to operate as professionals
not only as we deal with the general public, but
with each other as agents.
Not too long ago, I had taken clients to view a home
in Norfolk as they searched for their first (and hopefully)
forever home. As we were leaving the showing, and I was
locking up as my clients pulled away, I was approached
by an agent who had been waiting with his clients.
He came storming down the sidewalk as I was headed toward my car, and shouted rather sternly, “Where is
the lockbox?” In the moment I was taken aback as I tried
to figure out if we had taken too long to view the home or
if I had encroached in general on another agent’s showing
time.
As I directed the agent to the location of the lockbox,
and then checked my phone to confirm my showing time
set up with the listing agent, I realized that we had done
everything properly. In that moment, I understood that
the agent’s behavior was probably predicated on what we
are all dealing with—a competitive sales environment
where we can show home after home, write offer after offer, and still come up short for our clients.
It can be frustrating, and we can sometimes forget
that the frustration we feel internally can sometimes find
its way coming to the surface and unintentionally being

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • April 2021

taken out on others who are going through what we’re
going through.
Time and time again, we find ourselves either being the person taking to the Facebook message boards to
vent about the trials and tribulations about the current
state of the industry and other agents’ behaviors, or we
find ourselves there as the observers who originally came
looking for camaraderie and advice, only to find negativity and complaints.
In either case, it continues to drive feelings of apathy towards our industry
and fellow agents, and it’s something I think we can all work together to fix to make our industry better.
When I first started in sales,
one of my mentors said to me,
“Never come to the table with
a problem unless you can propose a potential solution to fix
the problem and make things
better. No one likes a complainer.”
And that is the solution that I would
offer up to our industry.
Instead of taking to the Internet to just
complain about other agents, or the state of the
industry, come with the problem and propose a solution.
Are you tired of the lack of inventory? What are
some ideas that collectively we can put into action to help
generate more listings in the marketplace? Are you frustrated with the number of homes you must show or the
number of contracts you have to write in hopes of getting
one accepted?
Well, what are some of the ways we could streamline
the showing and offering process that not only makes life
easier on our clients, but also the agents on both sides?
Are you frustrated with the lack of communication
from an agent once you submit an offer or request a showing? Again, what are some proposed solutions you can
come up with to streamline the response time?
The bottom line is, if we spent more time approaching things from a professional aspect, we can find a way
through this together.
And if we spend less time complaining (and earning
the reputation as “that agent”), and bringing solutions to
bad situations, time can be better spent motivating each
other and lifting our industry up, as we continue to navigate the choppy waters of today’s real estate industry. ⌂

Instead of taking
to the Internet to just
complain about other
agents, or the state
of the industry, come
with the problem
and propose a
solution.

“That’s Who We R”
REALTOR® Spotlight
WHO: Trudy Hoff, GRI, CRS, ABR,
SRES, CLHMS, NARPM® RMP,
co-owner of RE/MAX Alliance

Trudy Hoff

a former schoolteacher, I thoroughly
explain the home buying and selling
process to my clients so they are well
educated every step of the way.

HRRA MEMBER SINCE: 1981
REALTOR® ACTIVITIES AND
HONORS: Circle of Excellencesm
accolades include 2019 Small Team
Platinum Award, four-time recipient
of Platinum Award, 16-time recipient
of the Gold Award, 20-year, Longevity
Award, 25-year HRRA Longevity Award
and 30-year HRRA Longevity Award.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
I am a passionate supporter of
Children’s Hospital of The King’s
Daughters and established the Santa
Mick Endowment for Child Life. We
provide gifts to every patient, family,
and staff during the holidays. I am also
a member of the Board of Directors
for the Seabee Memorial Scholarship
Association that provides financial
assistance to military, Civil Engineer
Corps and Seabee families.

I CHOSE TO BECOME A REALTOR®
BECAUSE: Since I was not fully
educated when I purchased my first
home, I was determined to make
sure my experience did not happen
to anyone else. In the spirit of being

BEST PIECE OF ADVICE FOR
FELLOW REALTORS®: Communicate,
communicate, communicate! Keep
everyone in the transaction “in the
loop,” and always think one step ahead!

FAVORITE REALTOR® BENEFIT:
Political action involvement on the
national and local levels to ensure
property rights of homeownership are
protected.
FAVORITE HRRA ACTIVITY AND
WHY: The Circle of Excellencesm
Awards Ceremony, celebrating
everyone’s achievements together and
seeing new agents in our company
achieve their personal goals through
encouragement and education offered
by HRRA.
MOST MEMORABLE HRRA
MOMENT: Walking across the stage
to receive my award for the first time
36 years ago and being honored to
celebrate this accomplishment every
year since then.

I AM PROUD TO CALL MYSELF A
REALTOR® BECAUSE: I love helping
people achieve their personal goals and
putting them on the right path towards
financial independence, whether
buying, selling, or leasing.

National Strength, Hometown Service
IN USDA
PURCHASE UNITS
& VOLUME (FY2020)

IN FHA PURCHASE
VOLUME (FY2019)

IN VA PURCHASE UNITS
& VOLUME (FY2020)

Chris Hopkins

Branch Manager, NMLS #268328

Cell: 757-679-1310
chopkins@fairwaymc.com
www.fairwayvirginia.com

Copyright©2021 Fairway Independent Mortgage Corporation. NMLS#2289. 4750 S. Biltmore Lane, Madison, WI 53718, 1-866-912-4800. Distribution to general public is prohibited. All rights
reserved. Fairway Independent Mortgage Corporation NMLS ID #2289 (www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org).
789164_HRRA_Magazine_Ad_V2
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April is Fair Housing Month

T
Gladys Fain

Chair, Diversity and
Inclusivity Committee

12

he month of April not only brings spring, hope and
and backgrounds. It has offered true inclusion to people
sunshine, but as REALTORS® we celebrate Fair
with disabilities in communities around the country. It
has also been one of the few successful tools for holding
Housing Month! While the word “fair” has severbig banks accountable for the subprime lending abuses
al meanings, the one we most identify with is marked by
that crashed our economy just a few years ago.
impartiality and honesty, free from self-interest, prejuThis is progress, and it should be allowed to contindice or favoritism.
What about “housing”? The word also has various
ue, but much more remains to be done. How can we help?
definitions. The ones we know best are “shelWe need to support an end to housing dister, lodging, dwellings or homes providcrimination. Everyone deserves to live
in a safe and comfortable home. Here
ed for people. “As REALTORS®, we
is an excerpt from the National
train and abide by Fair Housing,
We are real estate
Association of REALTORS®’
because we love to provide housprofessionals, we are
(NAR) Diversity and Inclusion
ing for people in an impartial
diverse, we all have
Commitment Statement: “…
and honest way.
“hidden”
talents,
and
we
are
We commit to bringing out
Fair Housing should
the best in ourselves, uncovalways be on the top of our
unique! We should embrace
minds during our transacering our hidden talents, and
what we each bring to the
celebrating differences in our
tions and interactions with
table. We can all learn
day-to-day interactions. These
our clients and customers.
from each other
beliefs are essential as we serve
As we celebrate 53 years of
and embrace our
our members who help fulfill the
the Fair Housing Act during the
dream
of home and property ownermonth of April, let us remember
differences.
how it came to be.
ship in America.”
On April 11, 1968, President LynI encourage and challenge each of you
to take NAR’s online Fair Housing simulation,
don Johnson signed the Fair Housing Act of
Fairhaven, and NAR’s At Home With Diversity (AHWD)
1968 after months of ideological gridlock. This happened
course. Both are invaluable and full of very timely inshortly after the tragic and untimely death of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., who made great contributions to the
formation. Bonus: Currently the AHWD course is being
civil rights movement and whose efforts have continued
offered at a discount through May 31, 2021, and it also
to produce positive changes ever since.
offers a AHWD certification! Take advantage of HRRA's
The Fair Housing Act serves the nation well by
AHWD Course; see the next page for information.
prohibiting discrimination
We are real estate professionals, we are diverse, we
based on race, color, religion,
all have “hidden” talents, and we are unique! We should
gender, national origin, disembrace what we each bring to the table. We can all
learn from each other and embrace our differences.
ability and familial status.
Claudia Brind-Woody, who is vice president and
Virginia has added even
managing director for Global Intellectual Property Limore protections, which are
elderliness, source of funds,
censing at IBM and global co-chair for IBM’s LGBT Exsexual orientation, gender
ecutive Taskforce, said, “Inclusivity means not ‘just we’re
identity and veteran status.
allowed to be there,’ but we are valued. I’ve always said:
All these protections comsmart teams will do amazing things, but truly diverse
teams will do impossible things.”
bined have helped to break
As true real estate professionals we are committed
up longstanding patterns of
to providing fair and equitable service to all clients and
segregation and continue to
to upholding the letter and the spirit of Fair Housing
foster diverse, prosperous
laws. The core concepts of Fair Housing and inclusivity
communities.
form many of the key phrases in the REALTOR® Pledge
The Act has helped
to create and preserve housand the REALTOR® Code of Ethics.
ing that is affordable to
Let us celebrate Fair Housing this month and every
working families of all races
day! That’s Who We R! ⌂
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MOTIVATIONAL CORNER

The essence of volunteering

H

ave you ever heard of Mahatma Gandhi?

benefits in a few months, they would consider

What do you know about him? What made

volunteering as a waste of time. They thought that

him one of the greatest people in history, and

their time would be better spent looking for business.

perhaps, the greatest person of the 20th century?

But then, there is another much smaller group

Was it the fact that hundreds of millions of people

that still would keep showing up (and still shows up)

would obediently follow any of his commands? Was

over and over again. Why won’t they stop? They’re not

it because he won India its independence

getting any more benefits than those who

from Britain? Or was it because
Emil Nazaryan

he was such a smart and wellrespected political leader?

At-Large Member,

We shall find out.

HRRA Board of

The value of volunteering

Directors

is being discussed a great
deal these days. Everyone
stresses

its

importance.

But what is the essence of
volunteering? What is your
understanding of it? There are
really two ways of looking at this.

decided to leave.

The distinguishing
quality of a real volunteer
is unselfishness. There is
a colorful fountain in their
hearts that wants to shower
others with goodness, to
keep giving, to keep
improving, to keep making
a world a better place. True
volunteers expect
nothing in return.

In general, many people have

are

typically

way

their own businesses, so they
should have less time to
volunteer. So, what is it that
keeps them coming back?
What’s in it for them?
The answer reveals the true
essence of volunteering. It’s not
the fame, nor the recognition,
nor the exposure. In fact, what

others think of them is the least of

the following thought process when they
set out to volunteer:

They

busier and more successful in

their concerns. They never ask what’s in
it for them.

“I think I should get involved with this organization.

But they do ask another, infinitely more power,

I will participate in their activities, attend their events,

question: What can I do to help others? But they don’t

do what they do. It will be a great thing, because I will

ask this as a rhetorical question. They actually come up

make new connections, meet new people, which in turn

with answers and bring those answers to their fellow

will expand my circle of influence. The more people I

volunteers. And those answers have been responsible

know the more opportunities can arise for the growth

for growth, progress and advancement in their fields.

of me and my business. Volunteering will look great on

The distinguishing quality of a real volunteer is

my resume. People will know how involved I am and I

unselfishness. There is a colorful fountain in their

can use that involvement to promote my interests.”

hearts that wants to shower others with goodness,

Would your motives be similar? If yes, there is

to keep giving, to keep improving, to keep making a

nothing wrong with this approach. It’s way better than

world a better place. True volunteers expect nothing in

not getting involved at all.

return.

Over the years I have met many nice people who

If they keep giving and receive no tangible benefits

would join committees and councils with these motives

for their time and efforts, they will still be just as happy

in mind. However, they all had something in common.

with the time and effort they put in. That’s because

They didn’t stay very long. After not reaping immediate

the knowledge of their time and effort is all the reward

(continued on next page...)
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Home Buying at the Speed of Life.
We know what it takes to deliver an unbeatable client experience.
Our team will be right in the trenches with you every step of the way!
Let's cruise through the home financing process with flexibility,
speed, and convenience.
Call + Text Communication
Easy QuickStart Application
Pre-Approvals 7 Days a Week
Clients love us, check out the reviews!

900+ Reviews

500+ Reviews

NMLS ID #86788 | www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org

(continued from previous page)
they need. Knowing they have helped someone fills their hearts

If you can just remember to habitually ask yourself, “What

with so much happiness that no material and tangible returns can

can I do to help this person?”, and then implement the answer that

buy.

comes to mind, your happiness with yourself will soar. Unselfish
However, there is a natural law called the “law of increasing

returns.” In essence, it says that you receive back manyfold what

service to others is one of the greatest sources of personal happiness
and peace.

you give, whether good or bad. And that’s why true volunteers

Now that we are on the topic of unselfish service to others, let’s

are usually showered with many blessings, including material

get back to Gandhi. After reading his autobiography, the answer to

blessings, recognition, respect and admiration of others.

the question in the beginning of this article became a revelation.

But wait, there’s more! Volunteering doesn’t stop at an

It was his unceasing desire to serve others and refusing to take

organization or a specific cause. It expands to your family, your

any credit whatsoever. That desire could have sprung from only

work and every area of your life. Every interaction with another

one limitless source, the most powerful source in the universe. The

person is an opportunity to volunteer, to serve, to make the world

name of that source is…you guessed it – LOVE! ⌂

a better place.

Nevermind asking for recommendations on social media...
Your search ends here! “Find an Affiliate” at HRRA.com
Hampton Roads REALTOR® • April 2021
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Virginia and green energy
initiatives

E

ach year industries related to supporting green

the town transition to electric vehicles. The ban does

energy initiatives continue to develop products

not include existing gas stations, except that they will

and services to improve the quality of the

not be allowed to add new gas pumps. Instead, they are

environment while still meeting consumer demands.

encouraged to build electric charging bays.

Here in Virginia, we are seeing solar fields pop up

While this is one town in California it could signal

in fields that previously were used for growing corn or

a precedent for other localities to begin changing the
business model for traditional gas stations

peanuts. Homeowners are adding solar panels

through public policy. A bill that recently

to their roofs to lower the cost of their
Gretchen Heal

passed the Virginia General Assembly

utility bills.
Off the coast of Virginia

Government Affairs

wind turbines are being erected

Director

to produce a clean energy
that is projected to supply
up to 600,000 homes with
electricity.
All of these new initiatives
began with legislation passed
in

the

Virginia

General

Assembly and with the goal of
becoming

100%

carbon-free

in

A 2019 analysis by the
National Association
of REALTORS® identified
homes near electric
vehicle charging stations
sold at top dollar, often
at prices 2.6 times higher
than the rest of the
country.

a

low-emissions

and

zero-

emissions vehicle program for
motor vehicles with a model
year of 2025 and later.
Will the corner gas station
still be as necessary in 30
years?
In Kansas City the city has
introduced a pilot program for

public streetlights. While not all streetlights

see growth in the green energy sector.

have the capacity to support charging a car, some do,

East Coast announced they would be working together

and the city sees this as way to expand access to electric

to create the Electric Highway Coalition. This coalition is

charging facilities.

made up of American Electric Power, Dominion Energy,

Charging is not free, there is cost associated with it

Duke Energy, Entergy Corp., Southern Co. and the

and it can be either subscription based or operated like a

Tennessee Valley Authority.

parking meter.

The goal of this coalition is to create a network of

A 2019 analysis by the National Association of

charging stations along major routes for electric vehicles

REALTORS® identified homes near electric vehicle

to be able to pull over for 20 or 30 minutes and recharge,

charging stations sold at top dollar, often at prices 2.6

thereby allowing long drives to still be possible.

times higher than the rest of the country. The same

Depending on the electric vehicle you can drive from

study identified home charging stations as an amenity

100 to 200 miles before needing a charge. On an average

that home buyers are beginning to look for in certain

day for a REALTOR this could mean that you must plan

markets.

®

for times to stop and recharge your vehicle, mapping out
the charging stations so you do not run out of power.

However, the report also said that the infrastructure
to support electric vehicles is designed for people who

In March, the City Council of Petaluma, California,

can afford it and suggested that legislators need to take

became the first locality to vote to ban new gasoline

socioeconomic standards of people into consideration as

stations. Council members said this is a way to help

16

Control Board to implement

charging stations that are attached to

Virginia by 2050, we will continue to
Recently several power providers along the

directs the State Air Pollution

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • April 2021

they develop policy around these types of vehicles. ⌂

HRRPAC
Advocacy topics that interest me:
Grievance and professional standards, REALTOR®/
Lawyer Committee

Stacy Goode,

ABR, CRS, CRB,
GRI, SRES,
associate broker,
Chandler Realty,
a Rose & Womble
company
Member since: 1979
Contributor level:
Fair Share
Want to learn more
and become a
HRRPAC contributor
like Stacy?
Visit HRRA.com/
HRRPAC to get
started.

REALTOR® activities: Over 30 years with the Grievance
and Professional Standards committees, formerly co-chaired
the Circle of Excellencesm banquet and was on the Awards
Recognition Committee. I was named Member of the Year
1998 for the Tidewater Association of REALTORS® (now
HRRA) and was named REALTOR® Emeritus in 2019. I also
received the Omega Tau Rho award. [According to Virginia
REALTORS®, the latter accolade is “awarded by state and
local Associations of REALTORS® to members and others
that serve the REALTOR Century Schoolbook
Std organization. Once a medallion is awarded, the recipient
is a member for life. This award recognizes exemplary
dedication and service, and the high esteem in which
recipients are held by fellow members of the REALTOR
Century Schoolbook Std organization.”]

Your Voice in Politics.

Contributor
Spotlight
Community involvement: Certificate of Appreciation from
the Gifted Education Advisory Council for Norfolk Public
Schools, 1986-2000, and past board member of the Ghent
Square Architectural Review Board and the Board of Directors. I am a founding member of the Steering Committee and
Board of Directors of the Fred Huette Horticulture Society.
I have past involvement with Young Audiences of Virginia,
Norfolk City Council Select Committee for the Evaluation of
Cultural Arts, Azalea Festival Committee and Foundation
Board Committee of Old Dominion University Canterbury
House (Episcopal Church).
Why I give to HRRPAC: I believe that we are REALTORS®
need to support our local representatives who give their time
and energy to advance the goals of our industry at the local
and state levels.
Why donating to HRRPAC is important:
These representatives (mentioned above) are our main voice
in state and local government, and their activity contributes to
the high standards that make us a professional organization.

HRRA.com/HRRPAC

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • April 2021
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“Getting to Yes” with your next
short sale

W
John Wilson, Esq.

Attorney, Priority
Title & Escrow

hile a short sale can be difficult to attain,
striking a deal with a secondary lien holder is
much more challenging.
In a short sale transaction, an owner sells a distressed property for less than is owed to a lender (mortgagee). An owner of a distressed property will find the
attainment of an authorization for a short sale to be difficult. As a short sale “negotiator,” an attorney assists the
owner and lender(s) in resolving the application quicker
and smoother.
In a double-lien situation, effective negotiation principles are required, especially when the distressed property
has a first and second liens (senior
and junior). When a dual-encumbered property forecloses,
the lien in the first position
gets settled first in the full,
outstanding amount. If there
are any funds remaining after
the senior lien is settled, the junior lien holder(s) get the funds
remaining, if any.
The struggle with a short sale
on the dual-encumbered property primarily lies in convincing the junior lien
it should settle for a lower amount than what it
would generally accept in a senior lien position.
A good source of effective negotiation principles is the
bestselling book “Getting to Yes: Negotiating Agreement
Without Giving In” by Roger Fisher and William L. Ury,
first published in 1981. “Getting to Yes” is recommended
reading for all salesmen and real estate professionals.

In a double-lien
situation, effective
negotiation principles
are required, especially
when the distressed
property has a first and
second liens (senior
2.
and junior).

The book enumerates five principles:
• Separate people from problems. Discover the emotions and perceptions of the parties. Build trust.
• Focus on interests, not positions. Why is each party responding in the way they are? Does the other side
feel heard?
• Invent options for mutual gain. Think outside the
box.
• Insist on using objective criteria. Ask how each
party reaches values and deadlines. Demand a third
party set values if they cannot be agreed upon.

18

• Know your BATNA. What is your Best Alternative
to a Negotiated Agreement? What if the parties don’t
settle?
Applying such principles from “Getting to Yes” to a
short sale, a seasoned negotiator knows valuable information before even contacting the lender. The owner
probably has a real estate agent, a buyer and a purchase
contract with a termination date.
The mortgagee would like as much money back as
possible and is generally not as rushed on time.
When a mortgagee makes an offer for a
short sale amount, even if it is significantly higher than what the owner
requested, the negotiator has a
number of insights that may
help close the deal.

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • April 2021

4.

5.

6.

Solutions may include the
following:
1.
Depending on the
mortgagee, response is given
up to 72 hours faster when forms
are faxed rather emailed;
Negotiate with the new buyer
for a higher sales price;
3. As the mortgagee offer expires (as outlined in offer letter), it may be best to allow the
offer to expire, then reapply with the same purchase
price and a note from a real estate agent affirming
the sales price is the highest the mortgagee can get;
Have the owner take out a personal loan payable to
the mortgagee at an interest rate below .2% or call
the mortgagee’s bluff to move to foreclosure and reapply for a more favorable short sale price as the
foreclosure date looms;
Remind the mortgagee in the second position that
the mortgagee will receive nothing in case of foreclosure since the lien holder in first position will take
all proceeds; or,
Come up with a new solution of your own and tell
others about it.

This column is not, nor is it intended to be, legal advice.
You should consult an attorney for advice regarding your
individual situation. ⌂

“You are essential…so is
HRRPAC”
ou are essential! How very true this statement

Y

California agents were hit hard by the shutdown

is for our REALTORS® and Affiliates. This year

orders a year ago and did not start to see relief until

the Hampton Roads REALTORS® Association

the federal government identified real estate as an

Political Action Committee (HRRPAC) has selected

essential service. This was recognized due to the

“You are essential…so is HRRPAC” as our theme.

National Association of REALTORS® Government

Why are you essential? Because you help keep

Affairs team and its efforts to keep the industry at the

the economy going and you help people achieve the

forefront of elected officials’ minds when determining

American dream of owning a home.

guidelines for managing the pandemic.

One year ago, lobbyists for REALTORS around
®

Mary Ross Ellsworth

In 2019, the real estate industry in Virginia

the country began to ask elected officials

Chair, HRRPAC

to include them in the category of

Fundraising

an “essential” worker under the

Committee

COVID-19

restrictions.

This

designation would allow real
estate agents to continue to
work even while many other
businesses were shuttered or
temporarily closed due to the
pandemic.
In

Virginia,

we

were

lucky, and our lobbyists at
Virginia

REALTORS®

were

successful in their discussions with

accounted for $101 billion, or 18 percent, of
the state’s gross product. This supports

In Virginia, we were
lucky, and our lobbyists
at Virginia REALTORS®
were successful in their
discussions with the
governor’s administration.
Agents were classified as
essential! This was not
the case in
other states.

the governor’s administration. Agents

In Illinois, the lobbying team for the state
association had a fight on their hands to get the industry

about keeping REALTORS® as
essential because we represent
a large portion of the state’s
economy.
As we move forward in 2021,
we need your help to continue
to

support

public

policy

that supports our industry.
This can be done in a variety
of ways. You can volunteer to
participate in HRRPAC events, or

you can participate as an investor at

were classified as essential! This was not
the case in other states.

the arguments that were made

any level, all contributions help.
To contribute click here and enter your NRDS
number.

Then you will just need to complete the

amount and your credit card information.

to be classified as an essential service. For real estate

Your support is key to ensuring our voices are

agents in New York and Pennsylvania they were not

heard and we remain essential in the eyes of our

considered essential, and it had a huge impact on the

elected officials. ⌂

industry in these states during the first few months of
the pandemic.
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APRIL IS
FAIR HOUSING MONTH
Rolling through your day on autopilot? Just because it’s second
nature, doesn’t mean it’s right. Slow down and make sure you’re
providing equal service to all.
April is Fair Housing Month and a great time to affirm you’re
helping to build thriving, inclusive communities. Fair housing
impacts all NAR members, all markets, and all neighborhoods.
Check yourself. Educate yourself. Hold yourself accountable.
Because That’s Who We R®.
Visit nar.realtor/FHM to access tools to help you
prevent discrimination in real estate.

20
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REALTORS® Have a Heart for
National Volunteer Week

I

Yvonne Covey

Vice Chair,
Community
Involvement Advisory
Group

n 2016, when current Community Involvement
Advisory (CIA) Group chairman Sherry Snyder
was chair of HRRA’s Resale Council, she decided
to implement a quarterly volunteer event for REALTORS® to get together and give back to the community.
With the help of her vice chairs, Snyder organized
events to assist some awesome organizations,
including the Ronald McDonald House,
Union Mission, Judeo-Christian
Outreach Center and Habitat
for Humanity. This volunteer
aspect of HRRA was and is
known as REALTORS®
Have a Heart.
The group also faced
the unexpected challenge
that Hurricane Matthew
brought upon that year
and, in turn, organized
and executed the “Bucket
Brigade.”
At that time the HRRA
volunteers assembled 250 Home
Depot buckets filled with snacks, water and cleaning supplies and hand delivered them to Windsor Woods area residents in Virginia
Beach who were drastically impacted by the flooding
water.
In 2017, REALTORS® Have a Heart evolved to
welcome HRRA’s generous Affiliates. This has been a
great way for REALTORS® from different firms and
various Affiliates to work side by side and get to know
each other outside business meetings.
Over the past few years, REALTORS® Have a
Heart has also worked with Edmarc Hospice for Children, Home Depot, Veterans of Foreign Wars, the Virginia Zoo and Camp Hope Haven, and has participated
in the areawide Clean the Bay Day.
In 2020, REALTORS® Have a Heart branched off
from the Resale Council and became its own entity
now known as the Community Involvement Advisory
Group. Because of the restrictions and mandates of
the COVID-19 pandemic, CIA – through its REALTORS® Have a Heart program – is organizing volunteer events that center on outdoor activities.
This year the advisory group has grown. Together, it plans to continue the relationship with Edmarc

(having already
completed outdoor
landscaping work/
building repairs there
in February) and, coming
soon the Ronald McDonald House in Norfolk on April
6. (If you’d like to participate in that one, email Victoria Hecht at vhecht@hrra.com with “Ronald
McDonald House” in the subject line by
end of day April 1.)
CIA is also exploring new
opportunities to make a difference throughout Hampton
Roads. The group is currently
working on a virtual cleanup day for Tuesday, June 1.
This will entail REALTORS®
and Affiliates recruiting their
friends, families and neighbors
to get outside and clean up their
respective streets, sidewalks and
various bodies of water that are impacted by the people who live there.
Please watch your weekly eREALTOR and HRRA’s official Facebook page to stay
informed of upcoming REALTORS® Have a Heart
events and registration. CIA appreciates the support
and looks forward to another successful and rewarding
year!
Volunteers make a huge difference in the success
of making our communities better. During the third
week of April the nation celebrates those who volunteer their time, skills, efforts and tireless contributions
for community organizations. We ask that you put a
reminder in your calendar for the week of April 18-24
to send a note, postcard, make a friendly phone call,
or send a little gift card to thank the volunteers that
help you in your business or make a difference through
volunteering in the community.
Nonprofits and corporations would not be able to
help the communities they do without volunteers’ donation of countless hours and monetary gifts.
Have you signed up to volunteer this year?
HRRA’s REALTORS® Have a Heart is currently
looking for volunteers to help with upcoming projects
a few times a year. We are asking for two hours of

Volunteers
make a huge
difference in
the success
of making our
communities
better.

(continued on next page...)
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REALTORS® Have a Heart, (continued from previous page)

your time. You have the option to sign up for each event
or multiple events. If you do not sign up to volunteer for
that, during National Volunteer Week research different
volunteer opportunities and see where you can donate at
least an hour of your time, whether it’s in person, virtually
or over the phone.
If your schedule is too full to volunteer, find a cause in
the community that speaks to your heart and donate money to it. There are so many opportunities in our Hampton
Roads area. You just need hands and a heart to volunteer.
We would like to say a special “thank you” to the volunteers who have helped REALTORS® Have a Heart over
the past year. The sharing of your time, skills and monetary donations have allowed us all to shine brightly in
our communities during the pandemic.
Remember, as Smart Youth Volunteers Foundation
founder Lilah Gifty Akita said, “Together we can serve humanity with our unique passions, gifts and abilities.”
Special thanks go to Sherry Snyder, CIA chair, for her
assistance with this article. ⌂
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Will YOU be a HRRA That’s Who
We R Ambassador?

T

Jessica Riegel

Vice Chair, That’s
Who We R Advisory
Group

o welcome spring, some of our members here at
the Hampton Roads REALTORS® Association
are blossoming into spectacular ambassadors
for That’s Who We R. Our ambassadors are stepping
up and standing out in their brokerages to promote the
That’s Who We R campaign.
By sharing posts on social media, wearing
That’s Who We R gear, using That’s Who
We R Zoom backgrounds, borrowing
the fun HRRA selfie frame for office
events and volunteering in our
community, our ambassadors
are helping spread the
word and promoting the
REALTOR® brand.
Did you know That’s
Who We R is a national campaign? You may have seen
That’s Who We R commercials
between your favorite shows.
The National Association of
REALTORS® (NAR) helps consumers understand that REALTORS® are
the real estate experts in their local communities. REALTORS® abide by NAR’s code of
ethics and support homeowners by fighting for
their rights. Promoting the campaign locally is a
great way to support our industry.
It’s easy to be an ambassador for That’s Who
We R. You don’t have to be on the advisory group.
You will find plenty of easy-to-use campaign related content on HRRA.com, the official HRRA
Facebook page (and HRRA’s private user group
on Facebook) as well as your weekly eRealtor
newsletter.
All you do is spread the word and show
up! Sharing posts on your social media pages
or in your brokerage’s Facebook group with the
hashtag #ThatsWhoWeR757 is a big help, too!
Another easy way to spread the word is to
wear your REALTOR® “R” pin or branded gear
from the online REALTOR® Store. This more
subtle way to share the campaign helps people
become more familiar with our logo. Many people still may not recognize our logo and what it
stands for.

Wearing this symbol can start conversations
which can lead to educational moments. This would
be a great time to share why you are proud to be a
REALTOR® and how working with a REALTOR® to buy
or sell property is such a smart choice.
Preset Zoom backgrounds created for use with the
campaign are easy to apply for all of your virtual
meetings and networking events. Check
out the instructional video created by
HRRA members Katie Verhalen
and Mike Semmendinger of the
That’s Who We R Advisory
Group in HRRA’s Facebook
page. Just follow their simple
steps to add a background to
your video presence.
You can also borrow the
HRRA Instagram-style That’s
Who We R selfie frame Social
Media Frame for photo ops at
the office! The beautiful spring
sunshine is going to inspire a lot
more outdoor gatherings.
(continued on page 33)

It’s easy
to be an
ambassador
for That’s
Who We R.
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Forecasting a housing market
boom

W

e’ve been watching it come into play over

This is where young Americans can benefit from

the past few years: There’s a growing de-

seeking advice from a mortgage professional early on.

mand for homeownership among young

Between state-sponsored programs, grants, mortgage

Americans across the nation. In the next few years, the

credit certificates and 100% financing options, young

Gen Z generation will be in their 20s, and the younger

Americans looking to purchase may be able to afford

Millennials will be entering their early 30s.

more than they think. With all the cards laid out in front

When a significantly sized population of people is
approaching a historically prime age to start on the
home-buying journey, signs point to a boomKristi Holland, CMA,

ing housing industry on the horizon.

NMLS #819792

While we’ve already been seeing

Senior Mortgage
Banker, Atlantic Bay
Mortgage Group

a rise in first-time homebuyers
looking to purchase, we’re anticipating another wave to flood
the housing market in the next
few years.
Now’s the time to shift
our focus, double down on our
efforts and gear up for what’s
to come. Let’s run through a few
things to keep top of mind when

For anyone thinking about homeownership, regardless of their personal experience or
perception of what it takes to achieve

Young Americans
are interested in
planning for a secure
financial future. It’s our
job to let them know
how homeownership
can work in their favor
and align them with
their goals.

we’re working with first-time homebuyers.

The saying, “You don’t know what you don’t

it, what’s important for us to do as
industry professionals is help
them realize knowledge is
power.
When we’re talking with
prospective

homebuyers,

while we are focusing on
the importance of saving,
another point of focus should
be on the financial advantages
of owning a home. Young Ameri-

cans are interested in planning for

a secure financial future. It’s our job to
let them know how homeownership can work

know,” is a good way to think about young Americans

in their favor and align them with their goals. Whether

pursuing their homeownership dreams. To effectively

it’s highlighting the financial strength that comes from

meet the needs of this group of homebuyers, homebuyer

building equity through homeownership, talking about

education should be moved to No. 1 on our list.

the benefits that come with having stable monthly pay-

As we form relationships with leads and clients, our

ment, or running through a list of possible tax benefits

conversations should be centered on being transparent

and deductions, hearing about “what’s in it for them”

and informative. This way, trust is established at the

(both short term and long term) can be a huge selling

beginning. In turn, you’re building a brand based on re-

factor with this population of homebuyers.

liability.

So, where do we go from here?

An important part of the home-buying process is

Right now, as we head into peak home-buying sea-

saving for a down payment. To many of my clients, this

son this spring, let’s focus on preparing our clients on

is a hurdle that makes their home purchase feel out of

what to expect during the home buying process.

reach. Depending on the loan program, down payment

Once this is the primary focus of our processes and

requirements range from nothing all the way up to 20%

conversations with our clients, the more efficient and

of the purchase price. Fortunately, there’s a variety of

enjoyable the home buying process will be for homebuy-

first-time buyer programs available – some that require
little to no money down and/or closing cost assistance.

24

of them, the possibilities become clear.
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ers – not just now, but also in the years to come. ⌂

Thank You to our 2021 HRRA Partners
GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

COPPER

AMBASSADOR

Morgan Stanley
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Spring forward and volunteer
with HRRA’s Affiliates Council

N

Christie Woytowitz

Chair, Affiliates
Council

26

We will need volunteers to help further organize with
ational Volunteer Week was established in
the planning as well as volunteers to work the day of the
1974 and has grown exponentially each year,
event. And, of course, we also will need sponsorships. We
with thousands of volunteer projects and
are highlighting this event to be one where we can help
special events scheduled throughout the week across
HRRA grow its membership but also help tradespeople
the United States.
by encouraging them to join HRRA as Affiliates.
Today, as people strive to lead lives that reflect
Also, other upcoming events hosted by the Affiliates
their values, the expression of civic life has evolved.
needing volunteers are:
Whether online, at the office, or the local
May 19, 4 p.m.: Miniature Golf
foodbank, and whether with a vote, a
Tournament to be held at Jungle
voice, or a wallet, doing good comes
This year National
Golf in at the Oceanfront in
in many forms.
Volunteer Week is April 18-24.
Virginia Beach, followed by a
National Volunteer Week
During this week, your Affiliates
Happy Hour at The Shack. We
is an opportunity to recognize
Council will be hosting a
need volunteers for this event
the impact of volunteer
networking event from 4-6 p.m.
and are seeking hole sponsors,
service and the power of
April 19 at Back Bay's Farmhouse
auction items and much more.
volunteers to tackle society’s
Brewing
Co.
in
Virginia
Beach.
The charity identified for this
greatest challenges, to build
This event, themed “Who Do You
is Children’s Hospital of The
stronger communities and
King’s Daughters, and I hope
be a force that transforms the
Know That Wants To Grow?”, is an
you
will come and support us.
world. Volunteerism empowers
opportunity to help each
This event will provide the social
individuals to find their purpose,
other in several ways.
setting which we are all wanting
to take their passion and turn it into
to partake in as the warmer weather
meaningful change. When each of us,
comes in May. Plus, we can be outside.
in our own way, answers the call to make a
June 17: REALTORS® vs. Affiliates Kickball
difference, we make progress in solving our most
persistent problems, and create stronger communities
Tournament; location TBD. We will need your help! This
and a more just society.
tournament always proves to be well attended, and we
This year National Volunteer Week is April 18-24.
need you!
During this week, your Affiliates Council will be hosting
Oct. 21: Chili Cook-Off & Tailgate Party/Wine and
a networking event from 4-6 p.m. April 19 at Back Bay's
Cheese Social. We are taking a little different spin on
Farmhouse Brewing Co. in Virginia Beach. This event,
these two events, which are typically help separately,
themed “Who Do You Know That Wants To Grow?”, is an
and will combine the two. This event is always fun and
opportunity to help each other in several ways.
well-attended, which means we need you to volunteer to
How many times have you asked, “Who do you use
help make this successful. We will have more details on
for repairs?” Or how many times have you seen someone
this in the future.
asking for the referral of a tradesperson on HRRA’s
As you can see, your Affiliates Council is busy
private Facebook group and other private groups?
planning events, and all of these couldn’t be done
So, this is your opportunity to volunteer with the
without our volunteers. We have so much at HRRA to
Affiliates and bring your favorite skilled and licensed
celebrate, and we are looking forward to springing into
tradesperson.
action with the help of all our volunteers!
Let’s encourage membership and let’s show support
As President George H.W. Bush said, “We can find
of that of person’s business. We have reserved a section
meaning and reward by serving some higher purpose
of the property at the brewery, and we will have a fun
than ourselves, a shining purpose, the illumination
afternoon supporting each other and building a strong
of a thousand points of light, we all have something to
sense of community.
give.” ⌂
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Affiliate Spotlight: Conley's Carpet Cleaning Plus
GET TO KNOW YOUR HRRA AFFILIATE MEMBERS
Company: Conley's Carpet Cleaning Plus
Territory: Virginia Beach, Chesapeake, Norfolk, Portsmouth and Suffolk
Company: www.conleyscarpetcleaningplus.com, conleyscarpetcleaningplus@gmail.com
and 757-464-1741
Year company established: 2016

HRRA Affiliate member since: 2018

Company specialties: Carpet cleaning, pressure washing, tile and grout cleaning, upholstery
cleaning and much more
Why we joined HRRA: We were lucky enough to have cleaned for an employee of HRRA and
honored that she recommended we join after hiring us herself.
Why we got into this business: We love taking things that are dirty and correcting that issue.
It's almost selfishly rewarding.
Why we love doing what we do: When you make people's living space cleaner and healthier, indoors and out, job after job, every day,
and you see how happy your work just made someone, it would be hard not loving what we do!
Our favorite satisfied-customer story: We are lucky to be in an industry where we have a ton of different satisfied customer stories,
for so many different reasons. One that stands out was a new mother moving into a new place with her baby on the cusp of crawling.
She smelled urine in the carpet from the last occupant's pets. We identified that the urine had migrated to the padding underneath the
carpet. After we treated it and flushed the urine out, the new mom started crying. She felt comfortable letting her baby crawl after we
eliminated the problem.
Our favorite HRRA event and why: Circle of Excellencesm because it gives the REALTORS® a chance to celebrate their hard work.
Most memorable HRRA moment: Had to be the REALTORS® vs. Affiliates Kickball Tournament (even though the
REALTORS® won)!
Best piece of advice to REALTORS®: If you're going to put your name on the line and recommend a company to a client that you
just invested in, and hopefully built a long term relationship with, choose one that will value that client in the same manner.
The one thing we want REALTORS® to know about our industry is: From the second that a potential buyer sees a picture, pulls
up in front of, and walks inside of a property that they are considering purchasing, they are starting to log how it looks and smells. We
have the ability to significantly affect that experience. We can wash the exterior of the house, roof and driveway to make the listing
and curb appeal stand out. We can also clean all of the carpet and tile and grout inside to make the property truly look and smell its
absolute best. A clean looking and great smelling home makes for a faster, easier sell.
HRRA’s Affiliate Spotlight is a monthly feature offering a closer look at the association’s Affiliate members.

It may not be too
late to make your
retirement plan
contribution
Christopher H. Russi, CRPS
Morgan Stanley

Contributing to a retirement account is
one of the more meaningful tax deductions
afforded to American workers.
This April, as we wade through tax
season, tax payers should keep in mind
that many retirement plans, such as IRAs,
SEP plans, Individual 401k’s etc., allow
contributions up until you file your taxes.
That includes the deadline of April 15,
2021, plus extension.
So, for those who wait until the
last minute or take an extension, it may
not be too late to make the most of your
retirement contribution.

Here is a list of retirement plan types
and the contribution limits for each year
since 2019. To view the chart go here.
Notice that certain plans have much
larger maximums than others. If you are
looking for a larger contribution, talk to
your tax advisor to evaluate which plan
makes the most sense for you and your
business. ⌂
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In-person vs. automated
showings
Editor’s note: This is the first in a two-part series about in-person showings vs. automated showings.

W
Lee Halyard

Chair, Property
Management and
Leasing Council

28

ithin the past five years or so I received
what I thought was one of zaniest solicitations from a property management vendor.
The vendor was from an automated lockbox service
asking me if I would be interested in conducting automated showings of properties for rent, thereby freeing
up massive amounts of my time by not having to
meet prospective applicants at properties.
This was the wildest thing I’ve
ever heard of! I thought of all the
problems that may arise by allowing prospective applicants
to enter a dwelling unit in our
charge while on the market
un-escorted. I thought about
someone stealing the key
and coming back and moving
in. I thought of every scenario
that could possibly go wrong
by an agent not being present.
I continue to believe this is
not in the best interest of the owner
and contrary to the ordinary care our
management agreement outlines to the
owner.
The main reason I was (and remain opposed to
it) is I think its paramount to meet the prospect face
to face. Aside from demonstrating the features of the
property and making that first impression, some key
critical decisions are being made during the first initial
interaction.
This is different than showing a house for sale,
where after closing there is usually no more transaction involvement between the buyer/seller and agent.
This is a prospective tenant evaluating their potential future home and meeting who they are going to
be dealing with, usually for at least the next year and
often times much longer.
In addition to finding a home that’s been well taken care of that suits their needs, they also are checking
if the property manager is indeed someone with whom
they are going to want to do business for an extended
period of time.
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This is also a time to answer some of their questions face to face as it relates to the application process, the lease they are considering entering into and
other general matters. Additionally, if in fact they
learn through this showing that this dwelling is not
for them, the agent or property manager may possibly have a different property available or coming
available they can assist them with.
Many folks today will tell you this is
outdated thinking and no longer
applicable. Others will say this
is the thinking of a technology
denier. My thoughts on this
matter are broken down like
this;
When an owner enters into a
property management agreement with my company, they
are in effect assigning power
of attorney with respect to anything and everything associated
with that dwelling unit. That is an
awesome amount of responsibility that
we take seriously. More often than not they
are entrusting us with the most valuable material asset they own. This is a big deal! Us abrogating this
opportunity just doesn’t make sense to me and would
seem to be contrary to what we assure the owners we
are going to do.
The rental market nowadays is just as overheated
as the sales market. Multiple applications from highly
credentialed applicants are not unusual. So, with a
multitude of different applicants coming and going to
the dwelling unit in high demand, to me it makes better sense to have an agent, or the property manager
employed by the owner at the dwelling unit during any
showings.
Please look for an article in an upcoming issue describing the numerous benefits associated with automated showings and how many real estate professionals in this market are using this technology to move
their businesses forward. ⌂

I thought of
every scenario
that could
possibly go
wrong by an
agent not being
present.

Taxes, budget and business, oh my!

A

Brenda Tokarz

Chair, REALTOR®/
Lawyer Committee

we think we will do for sales in the coming year, and it
pril is always associated with tax time. While
helps to have the reports on what we made the prior year.
you’re buried under mountains of receipts, paid
If you're new to the business, sit down with your broker
invoices, tax forms, and 1099s or W2s, you don't
and give yourself a goal of how much income you'd like to
want to even start to think about the coming year.
make in the future.
But as an independent contractor, it's the best time to look
I have found that once I've set up my projected goal for
at your coming yearly budget.
the next 12 months, and then set up a limited budget based
Why? First, you'll have a better idea of where you
on the past year, it helps me stay on track and
are spending your monies and what types of
even exceed my goals more often than not.
expenses are actually helping you to grow
Additionally, we all have standard
your business.
expenses. They include office fees,
Second, once you've tallied up
I have found that
memberships,
dues,
website
the finances and have a clearer
once I've set up my
and advertising, so utilizing a
picture of just how much and
projected goal for the
program that incorporates an
where your income went,
expense report is definitely
budgeting for the next six
next 12 months, and
an advantage. I find it helps
to 12 months should be less
then set up a limited
me to carry an appointment/
stressful and might even be
budget based on the
organizer journal that I can
a great segue into cutting
physically
write in. It has
expenditures in areas of your
past year, it helps me
made a huge difference in my
business that actually cost you
stay on track and even
record keeping and is a great
money or business.
exceed my goals more
place to stash my receipts until I
There are many software
can record them.
programs on the market that can
often than not.
It also helps me to remember
help you with budgeting and hiring a
just how much work I performed
professional to help get you started is an
throughout the year and gives me a place
investment in your future that you shouldn't
to jot down information specific to a client or open
hesitate to make it. Also, if you are like me, I want
house that I don’t want to forget.
something simple that I can work on around my schedule;
As a business owner it's all on your shoulders to make
a program like the one I use (QuickBooks®) does just that.
time for record keeping, marketing yourself, keeping in
I like getting reports that keep track of my income
touch with clients, putting out and picking up signs and
and expenses, and I have a quarterly tax payment
lockboxes, answering phone calls, scheduling showings,
set up so I can easily make the payments throughout
filing taxes and maintaining a personal life. Whew!
the year. Keeping track of mileage, maintenance and
Whether it's people or programs, anything you can
vehicle expenses is also valuable to have budgeted at the
utilize to give back more time to yourself is priceless. Do
beginning of the year.
an internet search and you'll find hundreds of products,
Taking the time to look at last year's revenue
programs and people that can help you to incorporate a
adjustments for any changes you may have made in
great strategy for the coming year while hitting your goals
marketing, open house costs, client gifts or other related
and still enjoying the journey.
business expenses will help you to determine just how
So, take time this month to look at goal setting,
much business you'll need to bring in over last year’s
budget making and setting yourself up for success in the
income versus expenses.
coming year! ⌂
Each year in my company we do a projection of what
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LEGAL CORNER

Establishing fair market value
with certainly

T

John Faber, Esq.

Williams Mullen

30

he term “fair market value” often finds its way
into discussions or contracts concerning the sale
or rental of real property.
In the sale context, fair market value generally
means the price that a seller who desires (but is under
no compulsion to sell) will accept for property and which
a buyer who desires (but is under no compulsion to
buy) is willing to pay for that property.
Without enough specificity on how
to establish fair market value, however, setting the price at “fair
market value” can be fatal to
a purchase and sale contract.
That was the ruling in the
case of Wilburn v. Mangano,
decided by the Virginia Supreme Court on Dec. 10,
2020.
In 2002, Jeanne Mangano
signed a will leaving her home
to her three daughters, who the
Supreme Court refers to in its decision as the “Sisters.” Jeanne’s will also
granted her son, Anthony Mangano, an option to purchase the home from the Sisters. The
will allowed Anthony to exercise the option within one
year from the probate of the will, at a purchase price
equal to the real estate tax assessment of the residence
in the year Jeanne’s death.
Jeanne changed her will in 2005 by adding a codicil
that altered the purchase price upon exercise of the option from the tax assessment in the year Jeanne died to
“an amount equal to the fair market value at the time of
my death.”
Jeanne died on Nov. 16, 2005. Soon after her death,
Anthony sent a notice to his Sisters exercising the option to purchase as set forth in either the original will
or the codicil, whichever a court determined to be applicable.
Apparently, preferring the purchase price formulation set forth in the will, Anthony filed suit against his
Sisters in the Northumberland County Circuit Court to
set aside the codicil. The jury ruled against Anthony and
found that the codicil was valid, meaning that the fair
market value formulation in the codicil prevailed over
the tax assessment formulation in the original will.
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The Sisters then sued Anthony asserting that he
had exercised the option, which then ripened into a purchase contract requiring him to buy the home at its fair
market value as of Jeanne’s death.
The Sisters claimed that they had obtained two
appraisals of the residence as of Jeanne’s death, one
of which valued it at $311,000, and the other at
$270,000, but the Sisters agreed to split the
difference and accept $290,500 from
Anthony, plus some additional expenses for maintenance since
his exercise of the option. They
asked the circuit court to grant
specific performance against
Anthony, requiring him to
close on the home.
Anthony countered that no
enforceable contract existed
between him and his Sisters
because “fair market value” was
not a sufficiently specific term
to establish mutual agreement on
the purchase price. The circuit court
agreed with Anthony and entered an order
dismissing the case. The Sisters appealed to the
Virginia Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court began its analysis by noting
that an option contract is a continuing offer to sell,
which may become a contract of sale once the option
holder gives notification of the desire to exercise the option. In order to be enforceable by specific performance a
contract must be complete, meaning that it embraces all
of the essential terms of the contract.
The purchase price is an essential term in any purchase contract, and must either be fixed by the agreement itself, or provide a method for determining it with
certainty. It cannot be left to be determined by future
negotiations.
The same holds true for option contracts. An option contract that does not provide a fixed price or only
provides a method of fixing the price that would still
require subsequent agreement between the parties is
incomplete, and therefore unenforceable.
The issue in this case, according to the court, was
whether adding a date certain to the concept of “fair
market value” was sufficient to provide a method for es-

Without enough
specificity on how to
establish fair market
value, however, setting
the price at “fair market
value” can be fatal to
a purchase and sale
contract.

(continued on next page)
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Legal Corner, continued from previous page)
tablishing the sale price with certainty so as
to permit the court to order specific performance.
In other words, did the fact that the
codicil stated that fair market value was
to be established as of the time of Jeanne’s
death make it precise enough to compel
Anthony to close? The court answered that
question, which it had not previously decided in any other case, in the negative.
Merely stating the exact day on which
fair market value was to be established (the
time of Jeanne’s death) still required Antho-

ny and his Sisters to agree on that value on
that particular day. The codicil lacked any
single, fixed approach to ascertain fair market value.
It did not mention the valuation approaches recognized by Virginia appraisers
and courts, such as the cost approach, income approach, sales approach or comparable sales approach, and did not specify
any other formula for arriving at a price.
Because the codicil lacked the precision required to produce certainty as to price, the
court upheld the circuit court’s decision that

Anthony should not be compelled to specifically perform the contract for the purchase
of the residence.
The Wilburn case indicates that the
purchase price is an essential element of
any purchase agreement and that a fixed
number is the safest way to supply that element. If the parties must use “fair market
value” to set the price, they should include
a formula precise enough to establish that
value, and thus the price, with certainty. ⌂

under the course offerings available to you.
Finally, many of us look forward to tax
refunds this month. This is an important
time to remember that, through your RPAC
donations, your Fair Share is only $35
per year. We were able to pass significant
legislation in 2018, Provision 11011 Section
199A, which allows for a 20% deduction of
your qualified business income, saving you
potentially thousands of dollars in tax. Not
bad for a $35 investment!

To learn how this affects you in 2020,
visit the IRS information page. (Please
note this is not tax advice; always check
with your tax professional.) Help NAR help
you by making your $35 RPAC investment

CEO Corner, continued from page 5)
and Inclusion Committee will be offering
additional programs related to fair housing
in April.
Also, your Education Advisory Group
is bringing the At Home With Diversity
certification to HRRA on April 22 and
23 from 9 a.m. to noon each day for only
$25 (normally $99). It will be taught
by Tim Vohar of Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices Towne Realty. To register,
visit HRRA.com and log in. You will see it

today.
As we round into the second quarter of
the year, we are making incredible strides
in the HRRA strategic plan, and I cannot
wait to share more next month!

⌂
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Careful! Conversations can
come back to bite you

I

n the crazy, busy, frustrating, profitable, annoying,
productive, insane, irritating, rewarding, unbalanced, wild spring market, it’s easy to pay less attention to our good old Code of Ethics.
Here’s a case study from the Code of Ethics Manual,
although simplified with only two offers:

Elaine Griffin, SRES

Vice Chair,
Professional
Standards Committee

have carefully pre-qualified Buyer B. There’s no question
she will get the mortgage she’ll need to buy your house.
Frankly, I don’t know what, if anything, REALTOR® R

has done to pre-qualify his client. I hope he’ll be able to
get a mortgage, but you never can tell.” REALTOR® A
added, “Things can get complicated when a buyer representative gets involved. They make all sorts of deCase # 1-29 Multiple Offers to be
mands for their clients and closings can be
Presented Objectively (Adopted
delayed. You don’t want that, do you?
November 2002)
Things are almost always simpler
You never know
®
REALTOR A listed Seller
when I sell my own listings,” he
who the seller might
S’s house. He filed the listing
concluded.
bump
into
at
a
party
with the MLS and conducted
Seller S, agreeing with REor restaurant and
advertising intended to interALTOR® A’s reasoning, acstart a conversation
est prospective purchasers.
cepted Buyer B’s offer and
Seller S’s house was priced
the transaction closed shortly
about the sale of his
reasonably and attracted the
thereafter.
house, or how those
attention of several potential
Upset that his purchase ofconversations get
purchasers.
fer hadn’t been accepted, Buyer
back to an offended
Buyer B learned about Seller
X called Seller S directly and
buyer’s agent.
S’s property from REALTOR® A’s
asked, “Just to satisfy my curiosity,
®
website, called REALTOR A for inwhy didn’t you accept my full price offormation and was shown the property by
fer to buy your house?” Seller S explained
®
REALTOR A several times.
that he had accepted another full price offer, had
Buyer X looking for property in the area, engaged
been concerned with Buyer X being able to obtain the
the services of REALTOR® R as a buyer representative.
necessary financing and had been concerned about de®
Seller S’s property was one of several REALTOR R inlays in closing if a buyer representative were involved in
troduced to Buyer X.
the transaction.
After the third showing, Buyer B was ready to make
Buyer X shared Seller S’s comments with REALan offer and requested REALTOR® A’s assistance in
TOR® R the next day. REALTOR® R, in turn, filed an
writing a purchase offer. REALTOR® A helped Buyer B
Ethics complaint alleging that REALTOR® A’s comments
prepare an offer and then called Seller S to make an aphad intentionally cast Buyer X’s offer in an unflattering
pointment to present the offer that evening.
light, that his comments about buyer representatives
Later that same afternoon REALTOR® R called REhindering the closing process had been inaccurate and
®
ALTOR A and told him he was bringing a purchase ofunfounded, and that REALTOR® A’s presentation of the
®
®
fer to REALTOR A’s office for REALTOR A to present to
offer had been subjective and biased and in violation of
®
Seller S. REALTOR A responded that he would present
Article 1 as interpreted by Standard of Practice 1-6.
Buyer X’s offer that evening.
At the hearing, REALTOR® A tried to justify his
That evening, REALTOR® A presented both offers to
comments, noting that although he had no personal
Seller S for his consideration. Seller S noted that both
knowledge of Buyer X’s financial wherewithal and, while
offers were full price and there seemed to be little difhe hadn’t had a bad experience dealing with represented
ference between them. REALTOR® A responded, “I’m
buyers, it was conceivable that an overzealous buyer
not telling you what to do, but you might consider that I
representative could raise obstacles that might delay
(continued on next page...)
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(Spring has sprung, continued from page 7)
operations in Norfolk. This will help retain
655 jobs and add more than 400 new jobs
into the area.
Norfolk is looking on how to best use the
land it has within the city limits. With no
way to expand out, Norfolk is re-imagining
ways to maximize the land it has, including
the possibility of tearing down a 22-yearold mall. Here is a link to the 2030 vision
for redeveloping various areas of Norfolk,
specifically near the downtown area.
While everything looks good on paper,
it is going to take a coordinated effort
between public and private investments to
see this plan come to life!
On the Peninsula, Provost Construction
has been working side by side with the City
of Newport News to revitalize an area in
downtown Newport News by adding new
restaurants, apartments and additional
retail space.

This is another great example of
municipalities re-developing the public
land and simultaneously, local, private
developers using private investments to
revitalize an under-developed part of the
city.
In Hampton, Huntington Ingalls
has started construction on their second
building (completion date is the end of
2021) for the Unmanned Systems Center,
which will add 250 high-quality jobs.
Coming out of last year there were
a lot of unknowns in the commercial real
estate landscape. There are still some
unanswered questions as employees begin
returning to their offices based on improved
numbers from the CDC.
However, there are some industries,
local and national that have been
decimated. We discussed last month how
things have changed, however, it is great

to see retailers continuing to push forward
with new store openings, and other local
operators getting innovative by adding
additional services/products to continue to
stay open.
While you are out touring various
markets, be innovative too. Look for areas
that would benefit from the Family Dollar/
Dollar Tree-type stores — the small,
one traffic-light towns. Eye potential
redevelopment opportunities that will
spring life back into communities, much
like Provost Construction has done.
Communicate with and be a resource
for your existing clients; help them to solve
any business issues they may have. Use
us as a sounding board and resource too; a
third-party’s perspective sometimes plants
a seed and helps new shoots grow. Reach
me at david@aforealty.com or vice chair
Rob Waring at robwaring1@gmail.com. ⌂

(Careful! Conversations can come back to bite you,

(Will YOU be a HRRA That’s Who We R Ambassador?,

continued from previous page)

continued from page 23)

a closing. In response to REALTOR® R’s questions,
REALTOR® A acknowledged that his comments to Seller
S about Buyer X’s ability to obtain financing and delays
that might ensue if a buyer representative were involved
were essentially speculation and not based on fact.
The hearing panel concluded that REALTOR®
A’s comments and overall presentation had not been
objective as required by Standard of Practice 1-6 and
found /REALTOR® A in violation of Article 1.
So, although that was very wordy, and most of our
contracts have approval letters attached these days,
and we are swamped with many multiple offers, this
case study alerts us to the realities that we must watch
what we say to our sellers when presenting offers.
You never know who the seller might bump into at
a party or restaurant and start a conversation about the
sale of his house, or how those conversations get back to
an offended buyer’s agent. ⌂

The frame is a fun prop that gets people to want to capture memorable
moments; just email staff member Victoria Hecht at vhecht@hrra.com to
reserve its use. Post photos on your social media during or after your
event, and don’t forget to use the hashtags #ThatsWhoWeR757 and
#HRRA.
That’s Who We R recognizes REALTORS® standing out in our
communities, too. National Volunteer Week is in April, so it’s a great
time to get involved. Actively participating in your neighborhood’s events
and initiatives will not only benefit your community but will also raise
awareness of how REALTOR® give back and show love where they live.
REALTORS® Have A Heart, HRRA’s volunteer program that
falls under the Community Involvement Advisory Group, provides bimonthly opportunities to volunteer in our local community. All you do is
RSVP and show up. Everything is planned out ahead of time, including
a sponsored meal.
If you’re looking for a way to help bring positive recognition to the
REALTOR® brand, get involved with your HRRA and enjoy the many
benefits that come with being a REALTOR®. And, please, consider
becoming a That’s Who We R Ambassador!

⌂

Education, virtual networking and more in 2021.
Zoom with us! Learn more at HRRA.com
Hampton Roads REALTOR® • April 2021
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Spring cleaning: a condo
checklist

T

he birds are chirping, the sun is shining, and

the priority it deserves, and neglect can cause some

the flowers are blooming. Are you feeling the

complicated problems. Clogged air filters are one of

spring-cleaning bug? It’s the perfect time

the main sources of system failure, higher energy

to shake off the winter blues by freshening up your

bills, and poor temperature regulation.

home, performing some preventative maintenance,

• Check your water heater for any signs of corrosion,

and getting organized and ready to enjoy the warmer

and have it repaired if necessary. Unfortunately, a lot

months.

of times water heaters are out of sight, which

In addition to the usual cleaning
Julie Ulrich

tasks

of

windows,

means out of mind. Some associations

baseboards,

ceiling fans, etc., here’s a list

Vice Chair, Common

of preventative maintenance

Interest Community

tasks you can do to keep your

Advisory Group

condo in tip-top shape (or, feel
free to share with clients!):
INSIDE
In most condominiums, this
maintenance will fall under
the owner’s responsibility:

will require annual inspections,

It’s the perfect time
to shake off the winter
blues by freshening up
your home, performing
some preventative
maintenance, and
getting organized and
ready to enjoy the
warmer months.

• Change the batteries on all smoke

expiration, so be sure to know
what

your

association’s

documents require.
• Look for any signs of leaks
under

sinks

and

around

toilets. It’s much better to
catch a small leak before it
becomes a larger problem. An
undetected leak in your unit
can not only cause damage to your
unit, but also to a neighboring unit,

detectors, including carbon monoxide
detectors. It is recommended to do monthly

or changing out at warranty

which could leave you with potential
liability.

checks to ensure the detectors are working properly.
• Clean your dryer vent at least once a year. Dryer
lint can build up and become a fire hazard. Many

OUTSIDE

condo associations will have this as a requirement

Maintenance responsibilities vary by association.

for owner’s maintenance, so refer to your rules and

Even though the majority of exterior maintenance of

regulations.

your condo is most likely the responsibility of your

• When is the last time you cleaned your exhaust fan

association, managers may miss some things as they

filter under your range hood? Fair warning, if it has

are walking the property performing inspections. Since

been a while, or you have never done it, it could be

this is where you live, there’s nobody better than you to

ugly. It is important to do this on a consistent basis

keep your eyes and ears open and report anything you

as the fan reduces cooking fumes and odors, toxic

feel may need attention. Here’s where to start:

chemicals, smoke, and grease.
• Change your HVAC filters. Of course, changing your

• Prep your air conditioning for spring and summer

filters is not a once a season task; these should be

by hiring a professional to check your system and

changed more frequently based on the type of filter

perform a tune-up. While it’s an added expense, it is

you have installed. This, however, is a good time to

one that could extend the life of your HVAC system

make sure you have a reminder set on your phone or

and help you avoid more expensive repairs. In most

calendar, so you will stay on top of changing them on

condos, the HVAC systems are the sole responsibility

schedule. A lot of owners don’t give this simple task

of the owner.
(continued on next page...)
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(Spring cleaning, continued from previous page)
• Inspect the caulking around your windows and doors. If you see gaps and
cracks, it may be time to remove and re-caulk. Windows are usually the
responsibility of the owner in most associations, but there are some that fall on
the association. If it is the association’s responsibility, snap a photo and email
it to the community manager to inform them of your findings.
• Check your outdoor water fixtures for leaks, even if you took steps to protect
them from freezing in the winter. Sometimes pipes and fixtures that have
frozen and thawed don’t start to leak until full water pressure is re-applied.
• Patios/balconies should be swept, scrubbed and cleaned. Use caution if you are
on an upper floor to avoid runoff to floors below.
• For condos with rear yards, those are usually limited common elements and
the owner is responsible for keeping up with the maintenance. Keep your grass
cut low and your weeds under control. Allowing your grass to get high can
attract rodents and other unwelcome guests. If you have animals, be sure to
keep the pet waste picked up and disposed of properly. Always remember, in
close quarter living, what you do (or don’t do) will affect your neighbors too.
As you’ve probably heard me say before: Low-maintenance, condo-style living
does not mean “no-maintenance” living. So, now it’s time to spring into action!

the key to ending
discrimination
in real estate
isn’t this ad.

⌂

If recent events have taught us anything, it’s this:
we have more work to do. Racism is real,
tragically so. Discrimination, in all its forms, still
casts a long shadow in this country, and too
many are being denied the opportunities that all
Americans deserve. Our commitment to the
diverse communities we serve starts with a
Code of Ethics. Our code sets a higher standard
for fairness in housing than any federal law, it’s
backed by a culture of member accountability,
and it extends to our work on Capitol Hill, where
we continue to advocate for meaningful change.
At the National Association of REALTORS® we
believe that fairness is worth fighting for, and we
won’t stop until the fight is won. Because that’s
who we are.

If you experience or witness discrimination
in real estate, we urge you to report it.
Visit hud.gov/fairhousing to file a complaint
with the Department of Housing and Urban
Development.

REALTORS® are members of the National Association of REALTORS®
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Time for spring home
maintenance

A

Kim Nelson

Choice Insurance

pril is here – time for warmer weather, chirping
birds and budding trees. The days are getting
longer and the sweet smell of spring is in the
air. This season is an energizing time that lifts our spirits and motivates us to get all things “home” taken care
of both inside and out.
This means setting aside some time to get
your home warm weather ready and
taking preventative steps that can
save you from headaches later.
While decluttering and getting
our lawns and flowerbeds in
tip-top shape are typically top
of mind this time of year, it’s
also important to take actions
that will make our homes
safer and run more efficiently.
Most of us are not fans of
costly repairs. While there are
never guarantees, the list below
will help you get off to a good start.

This season is
an energizing time
that lifts our spirits
and motivates us
to get all things
“home” taken
care of both
inside and out.

• Inspect kitchen and bathroom
caulk. Over time, the caulking around sinks,
tubs and showers can deteriorate, allowing water to
seep into places it should not. Regular caulking of
these areas can help prevent water damage.
• Replace smoke detector batteries and clean
dryer hose. You need your smoke detectors to work
without fail, so make sure the batteries are changed
as needed. Keeping the dryer lint hose clean is an
important step in preventing a fire, plus it will help
your dryer do its job better.
• Change out HVAC filters. Not only will this help
you have cleaner air to breathe, but it also helps to
keep energy costs down by making your system run
a little more efficiently.
• Basement foundation check. If you have a
basement, check your concrete foundation for any
new cracks. Cracks can allow moisture in and cause
mold to grow.
• Check your water heater. Make sure you are
not seeing any leaks or corrosion that need to be
addressed before water damage occurs.
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• Fix driveways and walkways. This helps prevent
accidents on your property by making sure that
cracks, holes, and uneven areas in these spots are
fixed and safe to walk on.
• Look at your roof and gutters. The freezing and
thawing of winter weather can damage these areas.
Be on the lookout for missing shingles or weak
spots and make sure your gutters are free
of debris. When neglected, these are
two areas that can cause water
damage.
• Check wooden decks,
railings, windowsills and
steps. If you see rotten or
damaged wood, now is the
time to repair or replace
before someone gets hurt.
• Determine the condition
of lawn equipment. Nothing
is worse than a tool only that does
not work properly. Take inventory
of the equipment you rely on and
make sure all are sharpened, charged or
tuned up. You want them ready to work when
you are.
• Trim trees and hedges. Are branches rubbing up
against the house? Trim them back so they do not
cause damage to gutters or siding.
• Homeowners insurance policy. Last, make sure
your homeowners insurance policy is not a set it and
forget it. Contact your agent for a comprehensive
review of your current policies. You may be eligible
for additional discounts and better coverage without
even realizing it.
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Now that you’ve followed these steps, give yourself
a pat on the back and enjoy spring to its fullest. While
issues may come up along the way, you have done your
due diligence of mitigating whatever issues you can.
Happy April! ⌂

Tips for Success

Following is a list of ideas you can share with your agents to
encourage them to be the best they can be every day. Your
agent’s (and ultimately your firm’s) success is on you!

1. Wake up early every day.
2. Make your bed.
3. Workout. If you don’t have time to exercise, strike a “power
pose.” Channel your inner Superman or Wonder Woman, and
strike a powerful pose and hold it for 2 minutes. Research
shows that workers are 33% more productive when they do.
4. Have a healthy breakfast.
5. Review your day and maintain a journal.
6. Create a plan of action for the day.
(Can I make someone smile today?)
7. Meditate or visualize your day
(e.g. visualize what a successful day
will look like).
8. Finish the most important or difficult task first.
9. Create an outline for the following day’s activities.
10. Learn or read something inspirational.

(April showers, continued from page 6)
have their back and you are in this crazy market together.
They need to know we are doing everything within our
power to help them be successful.
As a tool and resource for you, this year the
National Association of REALTORS® has launched the
Broker to Broker initiative, a program that provides
information geared towards brokers, owners and
managers. You’ll find almost 120 articles on how brokers
can best support their agents. Be sure agents are following
a business plan, meeting their goals and practicing some
self-care.
HRRA’s Owners/Mangers Council is working hard to
encourage our owners and managers who are not involved
to join us for a Zoom meeting on the second Tuesday of
every other month at 3 p.m. (May will be the next meeting).
We have a great line-up for this year with special
guest speakers to bring relevant topics and information to
assist you in running your business better. For those of you
already involved, we encourage you to invite an owner or
manger you know who is not connected.
We want to be a valuable resource for all of our owners
and managers throughout HRRA and look forward to
seeing everyone at our regular meeting next month. Please
join us! ⌂

Serving Those
Who Serve Others

Title Insurance & Settlement Services
Greenbrier • Lynnhaven • Harbour View

757.962.9844
titlequest.net
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ALPHA COLLEGE
SECOND-QUARTER
CLASS SCHEDULE
Alpha College of Real Estate has released a full
schedule of classes for Second-Quarter 2021!
Register today by call Alpha at 757-427-1740 or visit
alphacollegeofrealestate.com.
The upcoming classes include:
• Principles of Real Estate 3-Week Classes (Chesapeake campus;
student attends Monday-Friday)
April 5 to 26 9 a.m.-1:15 p.m. or 6:15-10:30 p.m.
May 3 to 24; AM and PM sessions are the same as above
June 8 to July 27; AM and PM sessions are the same as above
• 8-Week Principles of Real Estate (Virginia Beach campus)
June 8 to July 27, Tuesday and Thursday only, from 6:15-10:30 p.m.
The cost for Principles classes is $350 plus $47.70 for the
textbook. *Students who take Principles and are recommended
by an agent receive $10 off their book.
• Continuing Education:
April 8: 8-Hour Broker Management with 2 Hours Broker
Supervision, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., $60
April 20: 8-Hour Related Topics (4 Hours Real Estate Pitfalls
and 4 Hours Contract Pitfalls), $30 each
April 27 8-Hour Required Topics, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., $60
May 18: 8-Hour Required Topics, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., $60
May 20: 8 Hours Related Topics (4 Hours Real Estate Pitfalls
and 4 Hours Contract Pitfalls), $30 each
June 20: Related Topics (4 Hours Real Estate Pitfalls and
4 Hours Contract Pitfalls), $30 each
June 24: 8-Hour Required Topics, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., $60
• Post-Licensing:
June 14, 15, 16, 17, 18; $295 with Ethics class, $265 without Ethics
class. Times will vary from day to day; students will need to call
office if they don’t need the full week of classes.
Alpha has configured its classrooms for more space between
students. Students should continue to social distance and wear a
mask while in the building. Sanitizing stations are available in the
classrooms and elsewhere.
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Welcome, New HRRA Members!
PROSPECTIVE REALTOR® MEMBERS
Jessica A. Arriera
Glori P. Artis
Victoria Bailey
Seth Baronner
Arianna L. Bellamy
Kelita Boone
Danielle N. Boughey
Anne Brewer
Jamila Brown
Jermaine Bruce
Michelle Burns
Joshua Carlough
Patrick E Carpenter Jr.
Alfred K. Chapman Sr.
Lisa Chelllis
Robin Cochran
Montario S. Corprew
Ellicia Crandle
Shea Crump
Amanda Cummings
Michelle Daniels
Shemeca B. Dorsey
Kimberly Duarte
Jessica Edwards
Jasmine English
Candis Faltz
Barry K. Fitz II
Tristan Forester
Tamara L Fox
Christine Freesmeier
Joseph A Gallegos
Joseph A. Goldman
David A Hall
Victoria Hall
Tracey Hamm II
Tyler E. Hawa
Kranazia Heath
Kimberly Hernaez
Tiffanie Howerin
Jennifer Irving
Antonio Jones
John Jones
Tanesha S. Jones
Bridget J Kelly
Jodie A. Ketcheson
Ashley Lafone
Mark Laino
Elizabeth Hope Lynch
Christopher Martin

Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices Towne Realty
Redfin Corp.
Black Lion Realty
Exit Realty Central
Rose & Womble Realty Co.
Long & Foster Real Estate
Iron Valley Real Estate Virginia
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices
Towne Realty
Rose & Womble Realty Co.
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Keller Williams Town Center
Vertical Real Estate
Keller Williams Town Center
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices
Towne Realty
Allison James Estate & Homes
Triumph Realty
Fathom Realty VA LLC
Atlantic Sotheby’s International Realty
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Iron Valley Real Estate Virginia Beach
Howard Hanna Real Estate Services
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Exit Realty Central
eXp Realty
Capital Center
Keller Williams Realty
Rock Steady Group
Berkshire Hathaway Towne Center
ERA Real Estate Professional
Keller Williams Realty
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
eXp Realty
Encompass Real Estate Solutions
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Keller Williams Elite
Atlantic Sotheby’s International
Keller Williams Realty
Howard Hanna Real Estate Services
Iron Valley Real Estate Virginia
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
The Wilson Group
Keller Williams Realty
Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate
Native American Group
Iron Valley Real Estate
Seaside Realty
Iron Valley Real Estate Virginia
The Bryant Group
Green Tree Realty Hampton Roads
Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate
Native American Group

Erica M. McMasters
Courtney J Miller
Miesha L. Moore
Elizabeth A Mullaney
Robert D Nielsen Jr.
Natasha Parker
Paulette Peterson
Leticia Pinero
Louis E. Presbury Jr.
Krystal Riddick
Heather Redwood
Christopher Rivers
Sarah Rowe
Mariyam Rosham
Haley B Rutledge
Crystal R Santiago
Nishat Sarker
Brooke Schara
Lisa Sellers
Alexander Shaw
Lauren M. Sheehan
Nicholas Sinibaldi
Hannah R. Smith
Tami Smith
Melvin E. Stackhouse
Britney Stephens
Kerry Stephens
Eduardo E. Tirado
Laura Tirado
Joanelys Toro-Gray
Erma Trujillo
Paul M Turbide
Samuel E. Turner II
Lance Van Auken
Lilia Vrenez
Kyree Wallace
Elizabeth Walters
Brittany J.Weatherly
Walter E. Whiteside
Kelly Wood

Keller Williams Realty
Atkinson Realty Inc.
Century 21 Nachman Realty
Dragas Realty
Dragas Realty
Long & Foster
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Keller Williams Realty
Victory Allegiance Realty
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Exit Realty Central
Keller Williams Realty
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Long & Foster Real Estate
Evolve Realty
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Atlantic Sotheby’s International
Swell Real Estate Co.
Capital Center LLC
Rose & Womble Realty Company
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Swell Real Estate Co.
Redfin Corp.
Keller Williams Realty
Paragon Real Estate Group
Iron Valley Real Estate Virginia Beach
Keller Williams
Rock Steady Group
Rock Steady Group
Momentum Real Estate LLC
Century 21 Top Producers
Encompass Real Estate Solutions
District Real Estate, LLP
The Bryant Group
Iron Valley Real Estate Virginia
Green Tree Realty Hampton Roads
NextHome Tidewater Realty
Howard Hanna Real Estate Service
Rodney Fentress Real Estate
Green Tree Realty Hampton Roads

HRRA MEMBERSHIP AS OF FEB. 28, 2021
Active REALTORS®:

3,890

Affiliate Members:

710

REALTOR Life:
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Principal Firms:

211

REALTOR® Emeritus:

100

Branch Offices:

48

®
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A special
“thanks”
to Virginia
REALTORS®
Virginia REALTORS® President Beth Dalton, second from left, and CEO Terrie Suit, second from right, visited the Hampton Roads
REALTORS® Association headquarters in March to accept thanks and a Resolution of Appreciation plaque from HRRA for the state
association’s "vital role and support" during HRRA's transition to self-management. The resolution particularly recognizes Virginia
REALTORS® ' "able, thoughtful leadership, cooperative spirit and sincere dedication" and the state association's support as an "essential
part of transition work." Presenting the resolution plaque were HRRA Chairman of the Board Tanya Monroe, left, and CEO Dr. Dawn
Kennedy, right. Thank you, Virginia REALTORS® !
– Victoria Hecht, Vice President of Communications, Public Relations and Media Relations

Closings
Made Simple

Serving the 757

(757) 410-8077 • landmarktitleva.com

